The "SUNKEN" BATTLESHIP

Mikado Blames Powers' Failure To Comprehend

The Japanese have announced they will abandon all efforts to recover the "Sunkent," a battleship sunk by British vessels off the Malay Peninsula. This marks a significant change in Japanese strategy, as the "Sunkent" was one of their most powerful warships. The Japanese government has blamed the Western powers for failing to understand their intentions and has called for a cessation of hostilities.

U. S. Fleet Chases Japs: Guns Roar Honolooulu

The United States fleet has launched a major offensive against Japanese forces in the Pacific. Reports indicate that the U.S. forces have inflicted significant damage on Japanese ships and bases, and have forced the Japanese to retreat. The U.S. military has declared a full state of emergency, and President Roosevelt has ordered the draft registration to continue.

THE WET WEATHER SHOES

Rubbers, galoshes, arctic, boots!

Your favorite styles—at lower prices than anywhere else in town!

Oufit your whole family today!

Step Out in Velvetine CARRIAGE BOOTS

With No Fur Collar

What should be a barrier against the wild storms of the season—black rubber boots! They're airtight, water proof, and comfortable!

Other Carriage Boots...

Boots, galoshes, arctic, boots!

Your favorite styles—at lower prices than anywhere else in town!

Oufit your whole family today!

"THE SUNKEN" BATTLESHIP

An air view of the West Virginia, the American capital ship reported sunk by Japanese torpedoes, is shown above. The ship was located off the coast of West Virginia and was severely damaged. The Japanese fleet has declared a full state of emergency, and President Roosevelt has ordered the draft registration to continue. The U.S. forces have suffered significant losses, but have managed to inflict damage on the Japanese fleet. The Western powers have called for a cessation of hostilities, and have threatened to use nuclear weapons if the Japanese continue their attacks.

British Island Attacked by Japs

International News Service Cable—LONDON, Dec. 8—British and Australian forces were over run and captured by Japanese forces today. The Japanese forces have gained control of the British island and have started a general offensive against Allied forces in the Pacific. The Japanese forces have declared a full state of emergency, and President Roosevelt has ordered the draft registration to continue. The U.S. forces have suffered significant losses, but have managed to inflict damage on the Japanese fleet. The Western powers have called for a cessation of hostilities, and have threatened to use nuclear weapons if the Japanese continue their attacks.
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